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Battle The Beach – Kick Off 2020 

Workout Description Qualification Workout 1 

 

For Time 

21 – 15 – 9 

burpees to plate 

pull ups | jumping pull ups (M | F) 

 

into 

 

15 – 12 – 9 

bar-facing burpees 

chest-to-bar pull ups | pull ups (M | F) 

 

into 

 

9 – 6 – 3 

burpee box jumps (M: 60 cm | F: 50 cm) 

bar muscle ups | chest-to-bar pull ups (M | F) 

 

Time Cap: 20 min 

 

Notes 

This workout begins with the athlete standing upright on the floor in front of the plate. 

After the call of “3, 2, 1... go”, athletes may start with the first set of 21 burpees to plate and 

21 pull ups/jumping pull ups. After this set athletes will go on with two additional sets count-

ing 15 and 9 repetitions respectively. 
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After the first sequence, athletes will go on with a second sequence of 15-12-9 repetitions 

each of bar-facing burpees and chest-to-bar pull ups/pull ups. 

For the final sequence athletes need to perform 9-6-3 repetition sets of burpee box jumps 

and bar muscle ups/chest-to-bar pull ups. 

The teams score will be the sum of each team member’s time needed to fulfill the given number 

of repetitions. 

Example: 

score team member 1 = 09:30 min 

score team member 2 = 10:30 min 

 team score = 20:00 min 

The time cap is 20 minutes. 

Athletes do not need a judge. 

A “NO Rep!” identified during validation of the uploaded video(s) will automatically lead to a +5 s 

penalty. There are only 5 “NO Reps!” allowed during one qualification workout (max. +25 s). A 

6th “NO Rep!” leads to the full disqualification of the team in the qualification workout. 

If a team member hits the time cap, the score is 20:00 min + 1 s for every repetition not ful-

filled before the time cap (e.g. 3 bar muscle ups left after 20:00 min  3 s to add for mem-

ber’s score  20:03 min). 

 

 

Movement Standards 

burpee to plate 

The burpee begins from a standing position. The athlete will step or jump backwards until the 

chest and the legs touch the ground at the same time. Afterwards athletes may stand/jump 

upright to perform a final jump onto a plate with an outer diameter of 45 cm, the height of the 

plate does not matter. The jump onto the plate must be performed in a way that both ath-

letes’ feet lift off the ground at the same time. The athlete needs to straighten up with fully 

locked out hips and legs before stepping/jumping back into the burpee. 
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bar-facing burpee 

The bar-facing burpees are completed over a set up barbell. The weight of the barbell is ir-

relevant; the minimum outer diameter for the usable plates on the barbell is 45 cm. For the 

start of the repetition, athletes stand upright facing the bar in front of the barbell bar. The ath-

lete will step or jump backwards until the chest and the legs touch the ground at the same 

time. Afterwards athletes may stand/jump upright to perform a final jump over the barbell. 

For the final jump, both athletes’ feet must lift off the ground and land on the other side of the 

barbell at the same time. A step over the barbell or a jump with one foot, landing on the other 

is forbidden and leads to a NO REP.  

burpee box jumps 

The burpee box jump starts with the athlete facing the box while touching their chest and 

thighs to the ground, and finishes with the athlete standing fully upright on the box. In the 

bottom position the athlete needs to ensure to stay perpendicular to the box on each rep. 

A two-foot takeoff is always required, and only the athlete’s feet may touch the box. A box 

step up is forbidden. The athlete may jump on top of the box using a two-foot landing and 

then jump or step off backwards to start with the next repetition. 

jumping pull ups 

For jumping pull ups, the bar should be set up in the way that there are at least 15 cm be-

tween the top of the athlete’s head when the athlete is standing tall and the bar (set up needs 

to be shown in the video). At the bottom, the arms must be fully extended. Overhand, under-

hand or mixed grip are all permitted. 

At the top, the chin must break the horizontal plane of the bar. Athletes may wrap tape 

around the pull-up bar OR wear hand protection (gymnastics-style grips, gloves, etc.), but 

they may not tape the bar AND wear hand protection. 

pull ups 

This is a standard chin-over-bar pull up, starting from a dead hang position. Kipping or butter-

fly pull ups are permitted as long as all the requirements are met. The arms must be fully 

extended at the bottom with the feet lifted off the ground. At the top of the movement, the 

chin must break the horizontal plane of the bar. 
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Athletes may wear gloves or similar hand protection (tape, gymnastics-style grips, etc.) OR 

tape the pole. It is not allowed to wear hand protection and tape the pole at the same time. 

chest-to-bar pull ups 

Dead hang, kipping or butterfly chest-to-bar pull ups are permitted as long as the require-

ments for a chest-to-bar pull up are met. For the start of the repetition, the arms must be 

completely extended and the feet must be lifted off the ground. At the top position of the 

chest-to-bar pull up, the athlete's chest must clearly touch the bar. The touch must be below 

the collarbone. 

Athletes may wear gloves or similar hand protection (tape, gymnastics-style grips, etc.) OR 

tape the pole. It is not allowed to wear hand protection and tape the pole at the same time. 

bar muscle ups 

In the bar muscle up, the athlete must begin with, or pass through, a hang below the bar with 

arms fully extended and the feet lifted off the ground. Kipping the muscle up is acceptable, 

but pull-overs, rolls to support and glide kips are not permitted. The heels may not rise above 

the height of the bar during the kip. 

At the top, athletes must have the elbows fully locked out while they maintain support above 

the bar with shoulders over or in front of the bar. Athletes must pass through some portion of 

a dip to lock out over the bar. Only the hands and no other part of the arms may touch the 

pull up bar to assist athletes in completing the rep. 

Once on top, the hands must stay in contact with the bar, and athletes must maintain support 

with their arms. Removing the hands and resting while on top of the bar is not allowed. 

Athletes may wear gloves or similar hand protection (tape, gymnastics-style grips, etc.) OR 

tape the pole. It is not allowed to wear hand protection and tape the pole at the same time. 
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Video Submission Standards 

Prior to starting, film the equipment so the plate size, box height and distance for the jumping 

pull up can be seen clearly. 

All video submissions should be uncut and unedited in order to accurately display the per-

formance. A clock or timer, with the running workout time clearly visible, should be in the 

frame throughout the entire workout. 

Shoot the video from an angle so all exercises can be clearly seen. The fulfillment of the 

movement standards must be clearly visible for every movement. This is absolutely important 

for the pull up sequence (chin height, chest-to-bar, etc.). 

Videos shot with a fisheye lens or similar lens may be rejected due to the visual distortion 

these lenses cause. 

Upload the video to any portal and set the video link in the given field of the “competition cor-

ner” score submission system. You can perform with two team members in one video as long 

as the movement standards and the time (score) are clearly visible for every individual team 

member. You can also perform in two different videos and set two video links to the score 

submission system. 


